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ABSTRACT

Summary: We have developed a package named Application for

Bioinformatics Computing Grid (ABCGrid). ABCGrid was designed

for biology laboratories to use heterogeneous computing resources

and access bioinformatics applications from one master node.

ABCGrid is very easy to install and maintain at the premise of

robustness and high performance. We implement a mechanism to

install and update all applications and databases in worker nodes

automatically to reduce the workload of manual maintenance.

We use a backup task method and self-adaptive job dispatch

approach to improve performance. Currently, ABCGrid integrates

NCBI_BLAST, Hmmpfam and CE, running on a number of computing

platforms including UNIX/Linux, Windows and Mac OS X.

Availability: The source code, executables and documents can be

downloaded from http://abcgrid.cbi.pku.edu.cn

Contact: abcgrid@mail.cbi.pku.edu.cn

1 INTRODUCTION

Massive computing resources are often required for large-scale

bioinformatics analyses. Many bioinformatics tools such as
BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) and HMMER (Eddy, 1998)

require powerful computers for better performance. However,

small or mid-scale biological laboratories cannot afford
powerful servers or dedicated clusters. Instead, they usually

have dozens of personal computers and workstations which are
often relatively idle. Grid technology provides an alterna-

tive approach for these laboratories to utilize distributed

idle resources to meet the needs of computational capability.
Location transparency is another important feature of grid

technology. Users can access applications without being aware
of where these packages are installed.

A number of grid-enabled applications have been developed
including BeoBlast (Grant et al., 2002), Soap-HT-BLAST

(Wang and Mu, 2003), mpiBLAST (Darling et al., 2003),
GridBLAST (Krishnan, 2005), W.ND BLAST (Dowd et al.,

2005) and Squid (Carvalho et al., 2005). These applications
have been proven useful. However, they are mainly designed

to parallel the execution of BLAST rather than to support

general-purpose bioinformatics applications. They also lack the

ability to synchronize with continuously updated sequence

databases automatically in worker nodes. Moreover, installa-

tion and management of most grid applications are rather

complicated, depending on specific computational frameworks,

e.g. the Globus Toolkit which is not very handy for most

biology laboratories.
We developed a grid package named Application for

Bioinformatics Computing Grid (ABCGrid). ABCGrid is easy

to install, easy to use and easy to maintain, especially for small

and mid-scale biology laboratories which lack professional

computer system administrators. ABCGrid can seamlessly run

on a number of heterogeneous computing platforms to provide

users an integrated environment for accessing different bio-

informatics applications. Currently, NCBI BLAST, Hmmpfam

and CE (Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998) were implemented as

ABCGrid plug-ins, and deployed in our local environment

which consists of worker nodes with varying platforms, such as

UNIX/Linux, Mac OS X and MS Windows.

2 MAIN FEATURES

ABCGrid is a Client/Server application package which consists

of three independent programs: ABCMaster, ABCWorker and

ABCUser. ABCUser accepts commands from a user and sends

commands to ABCMaster. ABCMaster translates commands,

spawns a job and decomposes the job into several tasks

then dispatches tasks to ABCWorkers to process. After the

task is completed, ABCWorkers send the results back to

ABCMaster. If the result of the last task of one job is returned,

ABCMaster will collect all results with the same job identity,

sort them by their task identity and write the sorted data into

the result file.

2.1 Easy to install and easy to maintain

Given that most biological laboratories lack professional

computer system administrators, it is critical to make the

software installation and management as easy as possible.

ABCGrid does not require any pre-installed third-party soft-

ware such as a complex grid tool-kit which is usually hard to

install and configure. We provide universal binary distribution

packages in ABCGrid for all popular platforms with Java

Runtime Environment. To make the code work, users are only

required to download and uncompress the package.�To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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A big challenge for all bioinformatics computing grid
implementations is to keep the data and applications consistent

among all worker nodes, which is time-consuming and error-
prone if it is carried out manually. To solve this problem,

we implemented an online updating mechanism in ABCGrid
to install and update databases and applications in all worker

nodes automatically. A configuration file on the master node is
used to describe all available data sources and supported

services. Each ABCWorker compares the local configuration
file with that of ABCMaster when it connects to, or receives

an update command from ABCMaster. If it is necessary,
ABCWorker will connect to specified data sources and down-

load all updated files automatically. This approach greatly
reduces the workload of manual maintenance. Moreover,

to facilitate the user management and security, ABCGrid also
supports user authentication and user priority by assigning

different priorities to different users.
Adding support to new bioinformatics applications in

ABCGrid is easy for developers. Only one parser class inherited

from a public interface of ABCMaster is needed. The parser
class is used to parse the command, then spawn the job and

decompose it into tasks. No modifications are required for
ABCWorker and ABCuser. A developer guide can be found at

the ABCGrid website with an example showing how to write
a plug-in step by step.

2.2 Fault tolerance

Since one job is decomposed into tasks and tasks are dispatched
to several worker nodes, a submitted job will not be completed

until all tasks are completed. However, unexpected exceptions
such as abnormal termination of a task execution, hardware

failure of worker nodes, or breakage of network connection
may occur from time to time in a distributed computing

environment. We use a method called backup task inspired by
Google’s MapReduce Model (Dean and Ghemawat, 2004) to

solve this problem and improve the performance. The primary
idea of backup task is that if one worker node cannot finish

a task on time, other worker nodes will take over and process
that task. A task will be marked as ‘in-progress’ when it is taken

and processed by a worker node. When this task is completed
and the result is returned, it will be marked as ‘complete’.

This execution is called primary execution. If one worker node
cannnot complete a task within an unusual long time due to

various reasons such as low performance or machine failure,
other idle worker nodes will take the same task to execute.

The task completes whenever either the primary or the backup
execution completes. When a job is completed, all backup

executions will be terminated immediately to reduce unneces-
sary computations.

2.3 High performance

A grid system should dispatch appropriate workload to worker
nodes with various computing resources to reach high perfor-

mance. A common dispatching method used by many grid
implementations is that the master actively sends tasks to the

workers. However, different applications may require different
computing resources such as fast CPU or large memory or fast

disk I/O. It is a challenge to determine appropriate workload in

a heterogeneous and distributed computing environment in

practical bioinformatics applications. Inappropriate workload

dispatching will lead to prolonged running time, hence, waste

some computing resources. We implemented a self-adaptive job

dispatch approach in ABCGrid to solve this problem. When

a new job is submitted, ABCMaster decomposes the job into

several tasks and notifies all connected ABCWorkers. Each

awaked ABCWorker fetches one task to process. It will not

fetch the next task until the current task is successfully com-

pleted. This approach overcomes the complicated load balance

problem, since each worker node processes tasks ‘as best as it

can’ within its ability. Other methods are also implemented to

improve performance. For example, to save bandwidth, data

can be compressed before transferring across the network.

3 EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of ABCGrid, we made two test

cases using Hmmpfam and Blastp as demo applications.

The test environment consists of 30 worker nodes connected

with a local area network. Each node has a single CPU (AMD

Sempron 2200þ), 512MB RAM, 80 GB IDE Disk, running

Gentoo-Linux. The master node has the same hardware

configuration running Windows XP. Three FASTA files with

10, 100 and 1000 amino acid sequences, respectively, were

randomly retrieved from the PDB database. An Hmmpfam

search against the PFAM database was performed on 1 machine

using local Hmmpfam, as well as 10 and 30 worker nodes using

ABCGrid, respectively. The performance increased approxi-

mately linearly when the number of worker nodes increases

(Fig. 1). A second test also showed a similar linear relationship

using Blastp to search the NCBI non-redundant database with

the same input sequence files.
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